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ABSTRACT 
The A H-matrices appear in the context of certain maximization and minimization 
problems. The following purely algebraic problem, arising in connection with certain 
norm-reducing Jacobi-type algorithms is treated: When is a normal AH-matrix diago- 
nal? Final results are obtained in the cases n = 3 and n = 4, and in general for the 
attractive normal A H-matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following definition is taken from [2]. 
DEFINITION 1. A AH-matrix has the form 
G=D+DH-HD 
with D=diag(d, ,..., d, ,..., d,)and H*=H,or 
G = [d,; h,j(d, - dj)] f 
(14 
(1.2) 
where hkj(dk - dj) denote the off-diagonal elements. 
For a given AEC~~” we consider the problems 
max)(DiagUAU*)I,; UU*=E, UEC”XfZ, (*) 
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and 
minjlA - Zjl,; zz*-z*z=o, ZECnxn, (* *> 
where llA[lF = (ICI, j=l(akj(2)1’2 is the Frobenius norm and Diag(A) := 
diag(a,,,a22,...,a.. ). The AH-matrices appear within the framework of 
these problems. If a diagonal matrix D is a stationary point for the problem 
of the best normal approximation ( * * ), then A is a AH-matrix with 
Diag(A) = D (Theorem 3 from [Z]). On the other hand, in the case of a 
AH-matrix the identity matrix E is a stationary point for the problem ( * ), the 
converse being not always true (Theorem 2 from [2] and Theorem 1 from 
[4]); however, this holds under the second-order stationary-point condition. In 
the global extrema the problems (* ) and ( * *) are always equivalent (Theo- 
rem 1 from [2]). If E is a global solution to ( *), and/or D a global solution to 
( * *), then in our previous papers we called A = D + DH - ND an optimal 
A H-matrix. In case n = 2 this optimality means (Theorem 5 from [2]) 
and is equivalent to the secondarder stationary-point condition. This result is 
also in concordance with Theorem 6.2 of Goldstine and Horwitz [lo]. 
We note that H. Wielandt and A. J. Hoffman were the first to discuss a 
problem of the best normal approximation related to ( * * ), while proving in 
[ 121 an important theorem concerning the approximation of the eigenvalues 
in the case of normal matrices. 
Taking into account the companion problem ( * * ) gives a better insight 
and simplifies the solution of the various problems related to (*). Using a 
formula for the best normal approximation deduced in [5], we get in [8] a 
new method for the Goldstine-Horwitz parameter determination, which 
solves the problem ( * ) in case n = 2. 
In this paper the following, purely algebraic problem, arising in connec- 
tion with certain norm-reducing Jacobi-like algorithms, is treated: When is a 
normal AH-matrix diagonal? In an axiomatic treatment of these algorithms, 
which we try to perform in [8], the main part of the convergence proofs can 
be considered solved, for a large class of cases, by Theorem 1, proved here, 
concerning attractive normal AH-matrices. We also give a complete descrip- 
tion of the normal AH-matrices for n = 3, some results for n = 4, and some 
sufficient conditions for general n. 
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2. A THEOREM ON THE ATTRACTIVE NORMAL AH-MATRICES 
The formula for the element of the self-adjoint commutator [G, G *] = 
GG * - G *G is, in the case of a AH-matrix G = [d,; hkj(d, - dj)]r (Lemma 
5 from [2]), 
dj dj 1 
[G,G*](k,j)= -2h,jld,-dj12+ i hklhlj cT~ d, 1 (2.1) 
I=1 
d[ d, 1 
Hence we always have Diag[ G, G *] = 0. Since the determinant 
d jk, := = +4iArea[A(dj,d,,d,)] 
is proportional to an area, a normal AH-matrix having real or collinear’ 
diagonal D must be a diagonal matrix (Lemma 5 from [3]). The case n = 2 is 
also included here. 
Multiplying the equations derived from [G, G * ] = 0 correspondingly by 
hi,., we get a system which, in nondegerate cases (hkj f 0), is equivalent to 
the normality of the matrix 
zj dj 1 
2)h,j121dk - dj12= ~ hjkhkrhlj d;, d, 1 ) k# j=l,...,n. 
I=1 & d, 1 
If we put hjkl := hjkhklhlj, this system becomes 
- 21h,j121d, - dj12 + i hjkrdjkr = 0, k# j=l,...,n. (2.2) 
I=1 
‘Then the elements d,, d,, , d, are represented by collinear points in C 
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To prove a theorem 
we give the following 
useful for the foundation of the Jacobi-like methods 
DEFINITION 2. A AH-matrix G = [d,; hkj( d, - d j)]; is attractive if it is 
a second-order stationary point in the problem ( * ), 
Notice that for an attractive AH-matrix the corresponding Hesse form 
zj a, 1 
h(Z) := 5 h,jajka,, dk d, 1 
j,k,Z=l 
d, d, 1 
11 n 
- 
+ hkjajk + hjPkj)(dk - dj) 2 
k=l j=l 
(2.3) 
+ t (akj121dk-dj~2>0 
k,, = 1 
is positively semidefinite in the variables 8 = [akj]; = - 2 * (Theorem 1 
from [3]). 
REMARK. In [7] it was proved, on the basis of the connection between 
the problems ( * ) and ( * * ), that an attractive AH-matrix is not always 
optimal. 
THEOREM 1. A normal and attractive AH-matrix G = D + DH - HD is 
always a diagonal matrix: G = D. 
Proof. Taking ukj = ihkj (Z = iH) in (2.3), we combine this special form 
with the equations (2.1) in such a way that the determinants will be reduced. 
We have 
h(iH) = - 5 hjkldjkr+ k $z11h,i(dk-dj)\2 
j,k,f=l 21 
-4 i i Ihkj12(dk-dj) 2 
k=l j=l 
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and 
Hence for any AH-matrix G we get 
h(iH)+ 5 hjk[G,G*](k,j) 
k,j=l 
= - i (h,j(d,-dj)[2-4 i i (h,j12(d,-dj) 2. (2.4) 
k, j=l k=l j=l 
Since in the case of normality and attractivity this expression must be 
nonnegative, it follows that gkj := hkj(dk - d j) = 0 for all k # j = 1,. . . , n, so 
that we have G = D. n 
If we put rjkr + isjkl := hjkr and djkl = icfjkl, then the complex system 
(2.2) is equivalent to the following real one: 
5 sjkrdjkr= -2(hkj12)d,-dj12, kzj=l,..., n. 
I=1 
(2.5) 
This system will be useful when deducing some structure theorems in the 
cases n = 3 and n = 4. For the general case however we use a different 
method. 
3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE NORMAL AH-MATRICES 
We consider the plane configuration in C, which can be associated with a 
diagonal matrix D = diag(d,, . . . , d,, . . . , d .). We denote by ffjk[ the angle at 
d, in the triangle A(dj, d,, d,). Then we have 
Jj dj 1 
djkl := dk d, 1 = 2ildj - d,l Id, - d,lsinajkl. 
& d, 1 
(3.1) 
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Then, the system defining a normal AH-matrix will have, in view of [G, G *] 
= 0 and (2.1), the form 
hkj[dk - djlZ + i i hk,h,jldk - djj Id, - djjsincxkjl = 0, 
1=1 
k+j=1,2 ,..., n. (3.2) 
In order to write these equations in an adequate matricial form, we establish 
the following notation: 
Kj = [O; ihk,sinakjlll n-1EC n--1xn-1, k,l#j, 
Dj=diag((d,-djl ,..., Id,_,-dj(, Id,+,-dj( ,..., Id,-dj(), (3.3) 
h;=(h,j ,..., hj_l,j,hj+l,j ,..., h,j)EC”-? 
We note that in the definition of the matrix K j we have different expressions 
for the diagonal elements and for the off-diagonal ones. When considering the 
general case we shall assume that the diagonal D from G = D + DH - HD is 
nonsimple. Then for certain j we shall have 
d,-d,=O, k=l,..., 1, j,+j. (3.4) 
At this point it is necessary to introduce some more notation. Correspond- 
ing to (3.4) we shall suppress the elements hjkj of the vector hj and get a 
shorter vector hj E Q= n-z-1. Analogously we shall denote by fij and Rj two 
matrices obtained from Dj and Kj by eliminating the rows and columns of 
order jl, j, ,..., j,. 
LEMMA 1. Fur a given AH-matrix G = D + DH - HD the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(i) G is normal 
(ii) We have 
(E + 2j)fijilj = 0, 
Proof. The system (3.2) is formally 
Dj( E + Kj)Djhj = 0, 
j = 1,2 ,...> n. (3.5) 
equivalent to 
j = 1,2 >...> 72. (3.6) 
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Eliminating all zeros coming from (3.4), we get 
jji(E+kj)fij&,=O, j = 1,2 ,...,n. (3.7) 
The matrix fij is invertible, and by multiplying on the left with filr’ we get 
the equations (3.5). n 
THEOREM 2. For a nonnul AH-matrix G = D + DH - HD the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(i) We have 
det(E+ kj) f 0, j = 1,2 ,...,n; (3.8) 
(ii) G is a diagonal matrix: G = D. 
Proof. If we have G = D, then kj = 0 and hence (3,8) holds; then (ii) 
implies (i). If for some j we have the inequality det(E + Kj) # 0, then from 
(3.5) we get fijLj = 0, whence we further get Djhj = 0. Comparing this with 
(3.3) we get hkj(dk - djl = 0, which is equivalent to hkj(d, - dj) = 0 and 
hjk(dj-d,)=O for all k=l,2,..., n. We conclude that in G the jth row 
and column have only zero elements except for d j. Then (ii) follows. n 
The opposite case may be characterized by the same method of proof. 
COROLLARY 1. For a rwrmul AH-matrix G the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) G is indecomposable. 
(ii) We have 
det(E + Rj) = 0, j = 1,2 >..., 12. (3.9) 
In the sequel we shall denote by H, the matrix obtained from H by 
suppressing the jth row and column. Its elements appear as factors in Kj. 
COROLLARY 2. Under any of the following conditions a normal AH- 
matrix is a diagonal matrix: 
(a) For an arbitrary submultiplicative norm we have 
IIRjll < ‘, j=l ,....n. (3.10) 
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(b) For an absolute s&multiplicative nom we have’ 
Ilajll < ‘7 j=l >..‘> 12. (3.11) 
(c) For the Frobenius rwrm or the nom ([H(I = maxiC;=llhijl we have 
IPII < 1. 
Proof. (a): It is well known that for any submultiplicative norm, the 
inequalities (3.10) imply the inequalities (3.8). 
(b): In an absolute norm we get from c3.3) the inequality l\I?jll < l\fijll. 
(c): In these norms we have moreover llHjll < ljH\l. n 
REMARK. Corollary 2(c) was already proved as Theorem 8 in [2]. 
4. THE NORMAL AH-MATRICES OF ORDER 3 AND 4 
For n = 3 the system (2.2) becomes 
W,21214 - d212 = W,121d2 - &I2 
= W,,121h3 - &I2 = h2nd2n. (4.1) 
From this we get directly an equilibration result for a normal AH-matrix of 
order three. 
LEMMA 2. In a normal AH-matrix of order three, G = D + DH - ND, 
the moduli of all the elements from the off-diagonal part are equal: 
lg,,l = lg,,l = lg,,l = I&,1 = k,l= l&,l* (4.2) 
Proof. In a AH-matrix of order n all elements are symmetric in mod- 
ulus: JgkjJ = Jh,&d, - dj)j = Jhjk(dj - dk)J = Igjkj. The remaining part of the 
proof follows from (4.1). n 
Let us denote in the triangle A(d,, d,, d,) the angles (pi = 03i2, 0~~ = oias, 
(us = cxssl at d 1, d,, d 3 respectively. From Corollary 1 we deduce a structure 
theorem. 
‘ii, and k, are similar notation. 
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THEOREM 3. A rwnd AH-matrix of order three is either a diagonal 
matrix, G = D, or it is indecomposable and has, up to a unitary diagonal 
similarity, the form 
dl 
d,-4 
i--- 
d1- d, -i_ 
sin (us sin (~a 
G= 
4.-d, -i---- 
sin ffs 
4 
4 - ds 
i--- 
sina, ’ (4.3) 
da-d, 
i---- 
da - d, -i----_ 
sin (~a sin ai ds 
Proof. It follows, on account of the remarks made at the beginning of 
Section 2, that a normal nondiagonal AH-matrix G = D + DH - HD of order 
three is indecomposable and A( d 1, d 2, d 3) is a nondegenerate triangle. For 
any orientation of the triangle we have sgnsin ~yi = sgnsin (us = sgnsin (us; 
hence sin ok sin (Y j > 0, k, j = 1,2,3. 
Now we use a result from [9], which states that a normal matrix of order 
three, symmetrical in modulus, is either hermitian, up to multiplication with 
z E C and translation with xE, x E II%, or complex symmetrical, up to a 
unitary diagonal similarity, or decomposable. In the first case G will have a 
collinear diagonal; hence, according to Lemma 5 from [3], it is a diagonal 
matrix: G = D. 
It remains to discuss the case where G is complex symmetrical, is 
indecomposable, and possesses a noncollinear simple diagonal: d, # di, 
k # j. Because hkj =hjk, it follows from hkj(d, - dj) = hjk(dj - dk) that we 
can only have Re(hkj) = 0, k # j. Hence we can write hkj = iskj, ski E R. To 
apply Corollary 1 we consider the matrices 
[ 
0 
K,= . 
- sz3 sin (pi 
- sss sin ai . 1 0 ’ 
[ 
0 
K,= . 
- ssl sm ffs 
- ssi sm aa . I 0 ’ 
0 
K,= . 
[ 
- s12 sin (Ye 
- sis smcus ’ I 0 . 
(4.4 
We have l?, = Kj, j = 1,2,3. Thus the equations (3.9) can be written in the 
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form 
det( E + Kj) = 0, j = 1,2,3. (4.5) 
The equations (4.5) imply 
1 - s& sin2aI = 0, 
wherefrom we are led to 
EC3 
0 - 
sin 01s 
E3 
H=i -- l 0 sin ixs 
1 - s& sin’cu, = 0, (4.6) 
% L- El -- sin (Ye sina, 
E2 
.- 
sin a2 
El 
sin ai 
0 
with .si, Ed, &s = + 1. Using (4.7) in (4.1) on account of (3.1) we get 
&3d2,3 = %&2% 
Id,-d,lld,-d,l >. 
sin a[a sin (Ye 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Hence ~i.sa.ss = 1. 
A unitary diagonal similarity G + UGU * of G = D + DH - HD trans- 
forms only H,H+CJHU*, and keeps D fixed. Taking U= diag(si, .Q, ~a), 
we get 
1 1 
0 - -- 
sin ayg sin (~a 
1 1 
uHLJ*=i -- 0 - 
sin (us since, ’ 
(4.9) 
1 1 
-- 0 
sin a2 sina, 
which leads to the form (4.3) of the matrix G. n 
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From the above theorem we get 
COROLLARY 3. In a rwrmul indecomposable AH-matrix of order three, 
G = [d,; hkj(d, - dj)]f, we have 
Ih,jl> 1, k # j = 1,2,3. (4.10) 
Also in the case n = 4 it is possible to analyse the structure of a normal 
AH-matrix on the basis of the systems (2.2) and (2.5). For the time being, 
however, a structure theorem has not been yet obtained. We give, neverthe- 
less, three relations, showing a certain amount of equilibration in the matrix. 
LEMMA 3. In a normal AH-matrix of order four we have 
and 
l&212 + k3412 = l&312 + Id = 1~,,12 + l&d2 (4.11) 
(4.12) 
as well as 
1 1 1 1 
-+---_=-+-_. (4.13) 
r123 r134 5234 541 
An interesting theorem for the Jacobi-like methods will be further deduced 
using Corollary 1. 
THEOREM 4. 
with 
A norm& AH-matrix of order four, G = [d,; h, j( d, - d j)] ;‘, 
Ih,jl< i > k# j=1,...,4, (4.14) 
is a diagonal matrix: G = D. 
Proof. If G is decomposable, then we deal with blocks of order 1, 2, or 
3, cases already solved by Corollary 3. Assuming that G is indecomposable 
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we may apply Corollary 1. A matrix Ki has either the form 
L 
0 hklsincukjr hktsinakjt 
Rj= Kj=i h,, sin aljk 0 h,, sin oIjt 
htksincucj, htlsinatjl 0 
or 
kj=i O 
I 
h,, sin akj, 
h,, sin aljk 
I 
0 * 
In the first case we would have 
det( E + Kj) = 1 - lhkl(’ sin2akjl 
- lhkt12 sin2akjt - [hItI sin2arjt 
(4.16) 
= 0 (4.17) 
and in the second 
det(E + kj) = 1 - lh,,12sin2akj, = 0. (4.18) 
The latter case is however excluded because of the hypothesis (4.14). Then 
the case remains when D = diag(d,, d 2, d,, d4) is simple and the plane 
configuration is a nondegenerate quadrilateral. From (4.17) we infer that the 
inequalities (4.14) imply the relations (h,,l = i, k f j = 1,. . . ,4, as well as 
sinakjl= +l, sinculjt = * 1, sinatjk = -+_l. (4.19) 
From akjl = + 77/Z and cxljt = + r/2 (see Figure 1) it follows that we can 
only have sinarjk = 0. Thus the assumption that G is indecomposable led us 
to a contradiction. n 
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FIG. 1 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The consequences of these theorems for the Jacobi-like methods are 
investigated in [S]. 
Some corrections to [2] and [3] are given in [4] and 161. 
The author is indebted to the referee for this careful and competent work. 
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